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APPENDIX 1 – Video Equipment Placement and Recording (virtual events) 

Pre-meet communication may take place between the host club and all attending clubs to confirm camera placement. In 
general, filming should be done from an angle that would be used by the apparatus head judging table. 

o Coaches will hold up a whiteboard/paper with the password/symbol and the athlete name into the 
recording device, before the athlete presents and performs their routine. One continuous video for each 
event apparatus from showing of password/symbol to dismount presentation to the camera. During the 
routine, the camera must be static, with no zooming in/out. The device should be zoomed out, so the 
entire apparatus and performance is visible in the frame. 

o Exception: TG DMT, and full TG tumbling pass is required. 
o Some zooming in may be possible on floor when the gymnast is at the opposite end of the floor. The 

entire body of the athlete must remain in view (no zooming on the face, for example). 
o The gymnast’s entire body must be visible at all times. If body parts are cut off on the video or the video 

malfunctions, the gymnast may incur a potential deduction for the missing body part (re: if the athlete’s 
legs go out of the frame during a giant on bars, they may incur the maximum penalty for bent legs.) 

 
• All Artistic Line and Time and TG Horizontal Displacement deductions will be applied. It is recommended that 

artistic coaches time athlete falls to avoid deductions. It is the coach responsibility to ensure the athlete 
does not exceed the fall time or routine time limits. (TG Time of Flight calculations will be added to each 
trampoline athlete’s final score.) 

 
• To that effect, Artistic coaches must time the routine, and provide an audible sound (bell/gong) when 

appropriate for the rules –10 seconds before maximum time is reached, and when time has been reached. For 
example, if the maximum length of a routine is 90 seconds, an audible sound must be provided at 80 seconds 
and again at 90 seconds. The bell/gong must be heard on the video. 

All camera placements must be static – utilize tripod, tabletop, solid surface 
 

Women’s Artistic Apparatus: 
 
Vault: Completion of run, springboard, vault table, entire landing mat area. Base mat to highest expected vault height 
Athlete run will not be scored for 2021-2022 season. Video should include the last 3 steps of the run until the final 
presentation is shown to the camera. 

 
 
Uneven Bars Entire matted area under bar set, including mount position for a board or glide kip mount, matted area 
behind high bar to include all landing surfaces. Base mat to highest expected handstand position on high bar Ideal 
position: Head-on view showing side of bar set. 
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Balance Beam Entire length of beam and dismount landing area. Base mat to highest expected skill set height for each 
session / competition Ideal position: side view, all dismounts landing on same end. 

 
 
Floor Exercise All four (4) clearly corners, including out of bound areas. Floor level to highest expected skill set height for 
each session / competition. 

 
 
All camera placements must be static – utilize tripod, tabletop, solid surface 
 
Men’s Artistic Apparatus: 
The recording device (in landscape/horizontal view) should be positioned on a tripod approx. 2-metres (6 feet) high 
behind the typical D panel position. The video should cover the entire area utilized by the athlete without losing feet 
at the top or bottom of the screen. 

 
Floor Exercise From one side of the floor area and should allow for the athlete’s entire body to be seen throughout 
their routine, without obstruction. Boundary lines should be well marked and visible on the floor. The entire floor 
does not need to be visible during the entire routine. 
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Pommel Horse From one side of the horse and should allow for the athlete’s entire body and the entire 
horse/mushroom to be seen throughout their routine without obstruction. 

 
 
 
Still Rings From the side of the A-frame, approximately 1-metre (3-feet) off-center from the upright. The athlete 
should be facing the camera and filming must allow for the athlete’s entire body to be seen throughout their routine 
without obstruction. 

 

Vault From the side near the back end of the Vault Table and should allow for the athlete’s entire body to be seen 
throughout the entire vault (pre-flight, table, post-flight, and landing) without obstruction. The filming should show at 
least the last 4 strides of the run before contact with the beat board, but must - at minimum - show the entirety of the 
beat board (and a couple feet ahead of the board for those doing a roundoff onto the board). Landing lines should 
be well marked on the landing mat. 
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Parallel Bars From the side of the bars (perpendicular to the bars; not facing the front or back) and should allow for the 
athlete’s entire body to be seen throughout their routine without obstruction. 

 
 
High Bar From the side of the bar (not facing the front or back), approximately 1-metre (3-feet) off-center from the 
upright. and should allow for the athlete’s entire body to be seen throughout their routine without obstruction. 
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